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In this lecture…

• Topic models 
— Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) 
— Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (pLSA) 
— Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) 

• Vector semantics 
— Early approaches (sparse) 
— Dense vector semantics (word embeddings) including 

word2vec 

• Applications 
— Predicting judicial decisions 
— Improving the accuracy of disease models from Web searches 
— Inferring the occupational class of a Twitter user



Material
Book chapters 
— Jurafsky and Martin. Speech and Language Processing (ed. 2017; draft). 

Chapters 15 and 16, web.stanford.edu/~jurafsky/slp3/  

Papers 
— pLSA (Hofmann), http://cis.csuohio.edu/~sschung/CIS660/PLSIHoffman.pdf  
— LDA (Blei, Ng and Jordan), jmlr.org/papers/volume3/blei03a/blei03a.pdf  
— word2vec (Mikolov et al.), papers.nips.cc/paper/5021-distributed-representations-of-words-and-phrases-

and-their-compositionality.pdf   

Videos 
— Blei on LDA, videolectures.net/mlss09uk_blei_tm/   
— Boyd-Graber on topic models, youtube.com/watch?v=yK7nN3FcgUs 
— Manning on word2vec, youtube.com/watch?v=ERibwqs9p38 

Other 
— Slides from WSDM 2014 tutorial on “Multilingual Probabilistic Topic 

Modelling”, liir.cs.kuleuven.be/tutorial/WSDM2014Tutorial.pdf 

Main software libraries 
— MALLET (Java), http://mallet.cs.umass.edu/  
— gensim (Python), github.com/RaRe-Technologies/gensim 
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What is a topic model?

• Informally: ?
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• Informally: group of words that are somehow related 

• Still informally: method for automatically organising, 
understanding, searching, and summarising large (digitised) 
document collections 
— uncovers hidden (latent) topical patterns (topics!) in the 
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— can annotate (and then organise or summarise) the 

documents based on these topics 

• As we will see, it is just a probabilistic structure expressing a 
certain set of assumptions about how the documents in our 
collection were generated
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• As we will see, it is just a probabilistic structure expressing a 
certain set of assumptions about how the documents in our 
collection were generated 

• Note: we can derive topic models (word clusters) using 
clustering techniques with no explicit probabilistic structure



Why do we need topics?
• Too many documents and we can’t read  

them all! 

• Topic models can automatically  
categorise large document collections,  
so that we can browse through them  
much more efficiently 

• Applicable on various corpus collections 
attracting multi-disciplinary interest  
(newspapers, books, social media, health  
reports, …) 

• Can improve natural language processing tasks (machine 
translation, word sense disambiguation, …) 

• Can improve downstream tasks in text mining
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Topics in news articles

Blei, Ng & Jordan. JMLR, 2003. jmlr.org/papers/volume3/blei03a/blei03a.pdf 

LATENT DIRICHLET ALLOCATION

TheWilliam Randolph Hearst Foundation will give $1.25 million to Lincoln Center, Metropoli-
tan Opera Co., New York Philharmonic and Juilliard School. “Our board felt that we had a
real opportunity to make a mark on the future of the performing arts with these grants an act
every bit as important as our traditional areas of support in health, medical research, education
and the social services,” Hearst Foundation President Randolph A. Hearst said Monday in
announcing the grants. Lincoln Center’s share will be $200,000 for its new building, which
will house young artists and provide new public facilities. The Metropolitan Opera Co. and
New York Philharmonic will receive $400,000 each. The Juilliard School, where music and
the performing arts are taught, will get $250,000. The Hearst Foundation, a leading supporter
of the Lincoln Center Consolidated Corporate Fund, will make its usual annual $100,000
donation, too.

Figure 8: An example article from the AP corpus. Each color codes a different factor from which
the word is putatively generated.
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17K articles from the journal “Science”

Blei. CACM, 2012. doi.org/10.1145/2133806.2133826 

review articles

APRIL 2012 |  VOL.  55 |  NO.  4 |  COMMUNICATIONS OF THE ACM   79

evolutionary biology, and each word 
is drawn from one of those three top-
ics. Notice that the next article in 
the collection might be about data 
analysis and neuroscience; its distri-
bution over topics would place prob-
ability on those two topics. This is 
the distinguishing characteristic of 
latent Dirichlet  allocation—all the 
documents in the collection share 
the same set of topics, but each docu-
ment exhibits those topics in differ-
ent proportion.

As we described in the introduc-
tion, the goal of topic modeling is 
to automatically discover the topics 
from a collection of documents. The 
documents themselves are observed, 
while the topic structure—the topics, 
per-document topic distributions, 
and the per-document per-word topic 
 assignments—is hidden structure. The 
central computational problem for 
topic modeling is to use the observed 
documents to infer the hidden topic 
structure. This can be thought of as 
“reversing” the generative process—
what is the hidden structure that likely 
generated the observed collection?

Figure 2 illustrates example infer-
ence using the same example docu-
ment from Figure 1. Here, we took 
17,000 articles from Science magazine 
and used a topic modeling algorithm to 
infer the hidden topic structure. (The 

algorithm assumed that there were 100 
topics.) We then computed the inferred 
topic distribution for the example 
article (Figure 2, left), the distribution 
over topics that best describes its par-
ticular collection of words. Notice that 
this topic distribution, though it can 
use any of the topics, has only “acti-
vated” a handful of them. Further, we 
can examine the most probable terms 
from each of the most probable topics 
(Figure 2, right). On examination, we 
see that these terms are recognizable 
as terms about genetics, survival, and 
data analysis, the topics that are com-
bined in the example article.

We emphasize that the algorithms 
have no information about these sub-
jects and the articles are not labeled 
with topics or keywords. The inter-
pretable topic distributions arise by 
computing the hidden structure that 
likely generated the observed col-
lection of documents.c For example, 
Figure 3 illustrates topics discovered 
from Yale Law Journal. (Here the num-
ber of topics was set to be 20.) Topics 

c Indeed calling these models “topic models” 
is retrospective—the topics that emerge from 
the inference algorithm are interpretable for 
almost any collection that is analyzed. The fact 
that these look like topics has to do with the 
statistical structure of observed language and 
how it interacts with the specific probabilistic 
assumptions of LDA.

about subjects like genetics and data 
analysis are replaced by topics about 
discrimination and contract law.

The utility of topic models stems 
from the property that the inferred hid-
den structure resembles the thematic 
structure of the collection. This inter-
pretable hidden structure annotates 
each document in the collection—a 
task that is painstaking to perform 
by hand—and these annotations can 
be used to aid tasks like information 
retrieval, classification, and corpus 
exploration.d In this way, topic model-
ing provides an algorithmic solution to 
managing, organizing, and annotating 
large archives of texts.

LDA and probabilistic models. LDA 
and other topic models are part of the 
larger field of probabilistic modeling. 
In generative probabilistic modeling, 
we treat our data as arising from a 
generative process that includes hid-
den variables. This generative process 
defines a joint probability distribution 
over both the observed and hidden 
random variables. We perform data 
analysis by using that joint distribu-
tion to compute the conditional distri-
bution of the hidden variables given the 

d See, for example, the browser of Wikipedia 
built with a topic model at http://www.sccs.
swarthmore.edu/users/08/ajb/tmve/wiki100k/
browse/topic-list.html.

Figure 2. Real inference with LDA. We fit a 100-topic LDA model to 17,000 articles from the journal Science. At left are the inferred  
topic proportions for the example article in Figure 1. At right are the top 15 most frequent words from the most frequent topics found  
in this article.
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Characterising Twitter users

Ramage et al. ICWSM, 2010. aaai.org/ocs/index.php/ICWSM/ICWSM10/paper/view/1528 

be labeled as substance.  Although not all labels fall 
cleanly into the assigned categories, the great majority of 
usage of each label type is appropriately categorized as 
listed above, enabling us to expand our 4S label space 
without manual annotation. 

Characterizing Content on Twitter 
Labeled LDA can be used to map individual posts into 
learned latent and labeled dimensions, which we have 
grouped into 4S categories – substance status style social, 
either manually (for 200 latent dimensions) or by 
construction (for 504 labeled ones).  These mappings can 
be aggregated across posts to characterize large-scale 
trends in Twitter as well as patterns of individual usage.  
Formally, a post d’s usage of topic k, denoted θd,k  is 
computed simply as #dk / |d|.  We compute an aggregate 
signature for any collection of posts by summing and 
normalizing #dk across a collection of documents, such as 
posts written by a user, followed by a user, the result set of 
a query, etc.  The usage of any 4S category can be 
determined by summing across dimensions within that 
category. 

By aggregating across the whole dataset, we can present 
a large-scale view of what people post on Twitter.  At the 
word level, Twitter is 11% substance, 5% status, 16% 
style, 10% social, and 56% other.  Despite the common 
perception to the contrary, usage of substance dimensions 
outnumbers status dimensions on Twitter by two to one. 

Other is so common because of how our 4S 
categorization interacts with other kinds of common trends 
that on Twitter.  For instance, time words and numbers are 

contained prominently in several topics that are labeled 
other.  The largest source of other, however, comes from 
the distribution of languages on Twitter.  In particular, 
about half of user traffic comes from non-English speaking 
countries,2 and the language in which a post is written is a 
powerful similarity signal across posts.  The model 
effectively segregates usage of these languages into their 
own dimensions, which we manually labeled as other.  
Only once a language has enough posts will the model 
have enough data to subdivide by linguistic usage. 

By aggregating Labeled LDA dimensions across recent 
posts from two Twitter accounts, we can visually contrast 
their language usage.  Figure 2 shows a 4S analysis of 200 
recent posts written by a popular celebrity (@oprah, right) 
and by the World Wide Web Consortium (@w3c, left).  In 
the center, we see the ratios of these two account’s usage 
of dimensions that fall into each 4S category, denoted as 
stacked vertical segments drawn to scale.  Background 
statistics for the dataset are shown as a third stacked bar in 
the center, from which we can see that @w3c is highly 
skewed toward substance, whereas @oprah has slightly 
more status than average.  The most common words for 
selected dimensions within each 4S category are shown to 
the left and right.  The size of a word reflects how 
important it is in that dimension globally (i.e. in the 
training data), and shading depends upon how often the 
poster uses each word within that dimension. 

                                                        
2  While we could not find an exact statistic for the 
distribution of languages by post on Twitter, English-
speaking countries make up about 49% of user traffic 
(http://www.alexa.com/siteinfo/twitter.com). 

Figure 2: 4S analysis of two users: @w3c (left) and @oprah (right). The usage of dimensions from substance (top row), 
status (second), social (third), or style (bottom) categories is shown in the vertical bars, with Twitter’s average usage 
shown in the center.  Common words in selected dimensions from each category are shown as word clouds.  Word size is
proportional to frequency in that dimension globally, and word shade is proportional to the frequency in the user’s 
recent tweets.  Light gray words are unused in recent tweets. 
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Age-group discriminants on Facebook

Schwartz et al. PLOS ONE, 2013. doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0073791

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0073791


Congressional floor debates

Nguyen et al. NIPS, 2013. papers.nips.cc/paper/5163-lexical-and-hierarchical-topic-regression.pdf 
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Figure 3: Topics discovered from
Congressional floor debates. Many
first-level topics are bipartisan (purple),
while lower level topics are associated
with specific ideologies (Democrats blue,
Republicans red). For example, the
“tax” topic (B) is bipartisan, but its
Democratic-leaning child (D) focuses on
social goals supported by taxes (“chil-
dren”, “education”, “health care”), while
its Republican-leaning child (C) focuses
on business implications (“death tax”,
“jobs”, “businesses”). The number below
each topic denotes the magnitude of the
learned regression parameter associated
with that topic. Colors and the numbers
beneath each topic show the regression
parameter ⌘ associated with the topic.

Figure 4 shows the topic structure discovered by SHLDA in the review corpus. Nodes at higher levels
are relatively neutral, with relatively small regression parameters.10 These nodes have general topics
with no specific polarity. However, the bottom level clearly illustrates polarized positive/negative
perspective. For example, Node A concerns washbasins for infants, and has two polarized children
nodes: reviewers take a positive perspective when their children enjoy the product (Node B: “loves”,
“splash”, “play”) but have negative reactions when it leaks (Node C: “leak(s/ed/ing)”).
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Figure 4: Topics discovered from Amazon reviews. Higher topics are general, while lower topics are more
specific. The polarity of the review is encoded in the color: red (negative) to blue (positive). Many of the first-
level topics have no specific polarity and are associated with a broad class of products such as “routers” (Node D).
However, the lowest topics in the hierarchy are often polarized; one child topic of “router” focuses on upgradable
firmware such as “tomato” and “ddwrt” (Node E, positive) while another focuses on poor “tech support” and
“customer service” (Node F, negative). The number below each topic is the regression parameter learned with
that topic.

In addition to the per-topic regression parameters, SHLDA also associates each word with a lexical
regression parameter ⌧ . Table 3 shows the top ten words with highest and lowest ⌧ . The results are
unsuprising, although the lexical regression for the Congressional debates is less clear-cut than other

10All of the nodes at the second level have slightly negative values for the regression parameters mainly due
to the very skewed distribution of the review ratings in Amazon.
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Predicting judicial decisions

Aletras et al. PeerJ Computer Science, 2016. doi.org/10.7717/peerj-cs.93

7Note that all the cases used as examples in
this section are taken from the data set we
used to perform the experiments.

Table 3 The most predictive topics for Article 3 decisions.Most predictive topics for Article 3, represented by the 20 most frequent words,
listed in order of their SVM weight. Topic labels are manually added. Positive weights (w) denote more predictive topics for violation and negative
weights for no violation.

Topic Label Words w

Top-5 Violation
4 Positive State Obligations injury, protection, ordered, damage, civil, caused, failed,

claim, course, connection, region, effective, quashed,
claimed, suffered, suspended, carry, compensation,
pecuniary, ukraine

13.50

10 Detention conditions prison, detainee, visit, well, regard, cpt, access, food,
situation, problem, remained, living, support, visited,
establishment, standard, admissibility merit, overcrowding,
contact, good

11.70

3 Treatment by state officials police, officer, treatment, police officer, July, ill, force,
evidence, ill treatment, arrest, allegation, police station,
subjected, arrested, brought, subsequently, allegedly, ten,
treated, beaten

10.20

Top-5 No Violation
8 Prior Violation of Article 2 june, statement, three, dated, car, area, jurisdiction,

gendarmerie, perpetrator, scene, June applicant, killing,
prepared, bullet, wall, weapon, kidnapping, dated June,
report dated, stopped

�12.40

19 Issues of Proof witness, asked, told, incident, brother, heard, submission,
arrived, identity, hand, killed, called, involved, started,
entered, find, policeman, returned, father, explained

�15.20

13 Sentencing sentence, year, life, circumstance, imprisonment,
release, set, president, administration, sentenced, term,
constitutional, federal, appealed, twenty, convicted,
continued, regime, subject, responsible

�17.40

First, topic 13 in Table 3 has to do with whether long prison sentences and other
detention measures can amount to inhuman and degrading treatment under Article 3.
That is correctly identified as typically not giving rise to a violation (European Court of
Human Rights, 2015). For example, cases7 such as Kafkaris v. Cyprus ([GC] no. 21906/04,
ECHR 2008-I), Hutchinson v. UK (no. 57592/08 of 3 February 2015) and Enea v. Italy
([GC], no. 74912/01, ECHR 2009-IV) were identified as exemplifications of this trend.
Likewise, topic 28 in Table 5 has to do with whether certain choices with regard to the
social policy of states can amount to a violation of Article 8. That was correctly identified
as typically not giving rise to a violation, in line with the Court’s tendency to acknowledge
a large margin of appreciation to states in this area (Greer, 2000). In this vein, cases such
as Aune v. Norway (no. 52502/07 of 28 October 2010) and Ball v. Andorra (Application
no. 40628/10 of 11 December 2012) are examples of cases where topic 28 is dominant.
Similar observations apply, among other things, to topics 23, 24 and 27. That includes
issues with the enforcement of domestic judgments giving rise to a violation of Article
6 (Kiestra, 2014). Some representative cases are Velskaya v. Russia, of 5 October 2006
and Aleksandrova v. Russia of 6 December 2007. Topic 7 in Table 4 is related to lower
standard of review when property rights are at play (Tsarapatsanis, 2015). A representative

Aletras etal (2016), PeerJ Comput. Sci., DOI 10.7717/peerj-cs.93 13/19

Violation of Article 3 that 
prohibits inhuman treatment

https://doi.org/10.7717/peerj-cs.93
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Probabilistic LSA — pLSA

For all j documents (1 to D): 
— Select a document dj with probability p(dj) 
— Choose a mixture of K topics θj for document dj 
— For each word position i (1 to N) in the document dj: 
—— Choose a topic zk with probability p(zk|dj) 
—— Choose a word wi with probability p(wi|zk)
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— Choose a mixture of K topics θj for document dj 
— For each word position i (1 to N) in the document dj: 
—— Choose a topic zk with probability p(zk|dj) 
—— Choose a word wi with probability p(wi|zk)
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Probabilistic LSA — pLSA

p(dj, wi) = p(dj) p(wi |dj) = p(dj)
K

∑
k= 1

p(z = k |dj) p(wi |z = k) Joint prob. dist. for dj and wi

Assumptions: In a document (dj), every word (wji) is generated from 
a single topic (zji) from the K assumed ones, and given that topic, 
the word is independent of all of the other words in that document.
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a single topic (zji) from the K assumed ones, and given that topic, 
the word is independent of all of the other words in that document.
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Find a minor 
mistake in this slide 
(and previous ones)
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a single topic (zji) from the K assumed ones, and given that topic, 
the word is independent of all of the other words in that document.



Expectation Maximisation (EM):  

• Compute expected values of the variables, given the 
current parametrisation of the model. In the very 
beginning, start with a random or uniform 
parametrisation (E-step) 

• Then, pretending that the above values are correct, 
update the model parameters (M-step) 

• Go back to the E-step; repeat until convergence

pLSA — Inference
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• Initialise p(zk|dj) and p(wi|zk) to positive quantities 

• E-step: Estimate the probability of each topic given the words in 
each document
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weighted sum. n(dj,wi) is the 
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in document j.
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Main difference: The two techniques have a different objective 
function — probabilistic vs. deterministic approach
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pLSA — Disadvantages

p(d, w) =
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• The number of parameters that we need to infer 
during training grows linearly with the number of 
documents (D), which ultimately leads to 
overfitting. 

• pLSA learns p(zk|dj) only for the documents it 
sees during the training phase. To deal with a 
new document, it needs to repeat EM (retrain).



Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)
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Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)

— For each of the K topics draw a multinomial distribution βk 

from a Dirichlet distribution with parameter η 
— For each of the D documents draw a multinomial distribution 
θj from a Dirichlet distribution with parameter α 

— For each word position i (1 to Nj) in a document j: 
— Select a latent topic zji from the multinomial distribution 

parametrised by θj 
— Choose the observed word wji from the multinomial 

distribution parametrised by βzji

zjiθj wji

D

Nj

α βk

K

η



LDA — Generative story
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time. (See, for example, Figure 3 for 
topics found by analyzing the Yale Law 
Journal.) Topic modeling algorithms 
do not require any prior annotations or 
labeling of the documents—the topics 
emerge from the analysis of the origi-
nal texts. Topic modeling enables us 
to organize and summarize electronic 
archives at a scale that would be impos-
sible by human annotation.

Latent Dirichlet Allocation
We first describe the basic ideas behind 
latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA), which 
is the simplest topic model.8 The intu-
ition behind LDA is that documents 
exhibit multiple topics. For example, 
consider the article in Figure 1. This 
article, entitled “Seeking Life’s Bare 
(Genetic) Necessities,” is about using 
data analysis to determine the number 
of genes an organism needs to survive 
(in an evolutionary sense).

By hand, we have highlighted differ-
ent words that are used in the article. 
Words about data analysis, such as 
“computer” and “prediction,” are high-
lighted in blue; words about evolutionary 
biology, such as “life” and “organism,” 
are highlighted in pink; words about 
genetics, such as “sequenced” and 

“genes,” are highlighted in yellow. If we 
took the time to highlight every word in 
the article, you would see that this arti-
cle blends genetics, data analysis, and 
evolutionary biology in different pro-
portions. (We exclude words, such as 
“and” “but” or “if,” which contain little 
topical content.) Furthermore, know-
ing that this article blends those topics 
would help you situate it in a collection 
of scientific articles.

LDA is a statistical model of docu-
ment collections that tries to capture 
this intuition. It is most easily described 
by its generative process, the imaginary 
random process by which the model 
assumes the documents arose. (The 
interpretation of LDA as a probabilistic 
model is fleshed out later.)

We formally define a topic to be a 
distribution over a fixed vocabulary. For 
example, the genetics topic has words 
about genetics with high probability 
and the evolutionary biology topic has 
words about evolutionary biology with 
high probability. We assume that these 
topics are specified before any data 
has been generated.a Now for each 

a Technically, the model assumes that the top-
ics are generated first, before the documents.

document in the collection, we gener-
ate the words in a two-stage process.

 ! Randomly choose a distribution 
over topics.

 ! For each word in the document
a.  Randomly choose a topic from 

the distribution over topics in 
step #1.

b.  Randomly choose a word from the 
corresponding distribution over 
the vocabulary.

This statistical model reflects the 
intuition that documents exhibit mul-
tiple topics. Each document exhib-
its the topics in different proportion 
(step #1); each word in each docu-
ment is drawn from one of the topics 
(step #2b), where the selected topic is 
chosen from the per-document distri-
bution over topics (step #2a).b

In the example article, the distri-
bution over topics would place prob-
ability on genetics, data analysis, and 

b We should explain the mysterious name, “latent 
Dirichlet allocation.” The distribution that is 
used to draw the per-document topic distribu-
tions in step #1 (the cartoon histogram in Figure 
1) is called a Dirichlet distribution. In the genera-
tive process for LDA, the result of the Dirichlet 
is used to allocate the words of the document to 
different topics. Why latent? Keep reading.

Figure 1. The intuitions behind latent Dirichlet allocation. We assume that some number of “topics,” which are distributions over words,  
exist for the whole collection (far left). Each document is assumed to be generated as follows. First choose a distribution over the topics (the 
histogram at right); then, for each word, choose a topic assignment (the colored coins) and choose the word from the corresponding topic. 
The topics and topic assignments in this figure are illustrative—they are not fit from real data. See Figure 2 for topics fit from data.
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Assume a number of topics, defined as distributions over words (far left). 
A document is generated by first choosing a distribution over the topics 
(far right), then for each word position choosing a topic assignment 
(coloured coins), then choosing a word from the corresponding topic.

Blei. CACM, 2012. doi.org/10.1145/2133806.2133826 
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labeling of the documents—the topics 
emerge from the analysis of the origi-
nal texts. Topic modeling enables us 
to organize and summarize electronic 
archives at a scale that would be impos-
sible by human annotation.
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“and” “but” or “if,” which contain little 
topical content.) Furthermore, know-
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this intuition. It is most easily described 
by its generative process, the imaginary 
random process by which the model 
assumes the documents arose. (The 
interpretation of LDA as a probabilistic 
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b.  Randomly choose a word from the 
corresponding distribution over 
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This statistical model reflects the 
intuition that documents exhibit mul-
tiple topics. Each document exhib-
its the topics in different proportion 
(step #1); each word in each docu-
ment is drawn from one of the topics 
(step #2b), where the selected topic is 
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tive process for LDA, the result of the Dirichlet 
is used to allocate the words of the document to 
different topics. Why latent? Keep reading.

Figure 1. The intuitions behind latent Dirichlet allocation. We assume that some number of “topics,” which are distributions over words,  
exist for the whole collection (far left). Each document is assumed to be generated as follows. First choose a distribution over the topics (the 
histogram at right); then, for each word, choose a topic assignment (the colored coins) and choose the word from the corresponding topic. 
The topics and topic assignments in this figure are illustrative—they are not fit from real data. See Figure 2 for topics fit from data.
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time. (See, for example, Figure 3 for 
topics found by analyzing the Yale Law 
Journal.) Topic modeling algorithms 
do not require any prior annotations or 
labeling of the documents—the topics 
emerge from the analysis of the origi-
nal texts. Topic modeling enables us 
to organize and summarize electronic 
archives at a scale that would be impos-
sible by human annotation.

Latent Dirichlet Allocation
We first describe the basic ideas behind 
latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA), which 
is the simplest topic model.8 The intu-
ition behind LDA is that documents 
exhibit multiple topics. For example, 
consider the article in Figure 1. This 
article, entitled “Seeking Life’s Bare 
(Genetic) Necessities,” is about using 
data analysis to determine the number 
of genes an organism needs to survive 
(in an evolutionary sense).

By hand, we have highlighted differ-
ent words that are used in the article. 
Words about data analysis, such as 
“computer” and “prediction,” are high-
lighted in blue; words about evolutionary 
biology, such as “life” and “organism,” 
are highlighted in pink; words about 
genetics, such as “sequenced” and 

“genes,” are highlighted in yellow. If we 
took the time to highlight every word in 
the article, you would see that this arti-
cle blends genetics, data analysis, and 
evolutionary biology in different pro-
portions. (We exclude words, such as 
“and” “but” or “if,” which contain little 
topical content.) Furthermore, know-
ing that this article blends those topics 
would help you situate it in a collection 
of scientific articles.

LDA is a statistical model of docu-
ment collections that tries to capture 
this intuition. It is most easily described 
by its generative process, the imaginary 
random process by which the model 
assumes the documents arose. (The 
interpretation of LDA as a probabilistic 
model is fleshed out later.)

We formally define a topic to be a 
distribution over a fixed vocabulary. For 
example, the genetics topic has words 
about genetics with high probability 
and the evolutionary biology topic has 
words about evolutionary biology with 
high probability. We assume that these 
topics are specified before any data 
has been generated.a Now for each 

a Technically, the model assumes that the top-
ics are generated first, before the documents.

document in the collection, we gener-
ate the words in a two-stage process.

 ! Randomly choose a distribution 
over topics.

 ! For each word in the document
a.  Randomly choose a topic from 

the distribution over topics in 
step #1.

b.  Randomly choose a word from the 
corresponding distribution over 
the vocabulary.

This statistical model reflects the 
intuition that documents exhibit mul-
tiple topics. Each document exhib-
its the topics in different proportion 
(step #1); each word in each docu-
ment is drawn from one of the topics 
(step #2b), where the selected topic is 
chosen from the per-document distri-
bution over topics (step #2a).b

In the example article, the distri-
bution over topics would place prob-
ability on genetics, data analysis, and 

b We should explain the mysterious name, “latent 
Dirichlet allocation.” The distribution that is 
used to draw the per-document topic distribu-
tions in step #1 (the cartoon histogram in Figure 
1) is called a Dirichlet distribution. In the genera-
tive process for LDA, the result of the Dirichlet 
is used to allocate the words of the document to 
different topics. Why latent? Keep reading.

Figure 1. The intuitions behind latent Dirichlet allocation. We assume that some number of “topics,” which are distributions over words,  
exist for the whole collection (far left). Each document is assumed to be generated as follows. First choose a distribution over the topics (the 
histogram at right); then, for each word, choose a topic assignment (the colored coins) and choose the word from the corresponding topic. 
The topics and topic assignments in this figure are illustrative—they are not fit from real data. See Figure 2 for topics fit from data.
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time. (See, for example, Figure 3 for 
topics found by analyzing the Yale Law 
Journal.) Topic modeling algorithms 
do not require any prior annotations or 
labeling of the documents—the topics 
emerge from the analysis of the origi-
nal texts. Topic modeling enables us 
to organize and summarize electronic 
archives at a scale that would be impos-
sible by human annotation.

Latent Dirichlet Allocation
We first describe the basic ideas behind 
latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA), which 
is the simplest topic model.8 The intu-
ition behind LDA is that documents 
exhibit multiple topics. For example, 
consider the article in Figure 1. This 
article, entitled “Seeking Life’s Bare 
(Genetic) Necessities,” is about using 
data analysis to determine the number 
of genes an organism needs to survive 
(in an evolutionary sense).

By hand, we have highlighted differ-
ent words that are used in the article. 
Words about data analysis, such as 
“computer” and “prediction,” are high-
lighted in blue; words about evolutionary 
biology, such as “life” and “organism,” 
are highlighted in pink; words about 
genetics, such as “sequenced” and 

“genes,” are highlighted in yellow. If we 
took the time to highlight every word in 
the article, you would see that this arti-
cle blends genetics, data analysis, and 
evolutionary biology in different pro-
portions. (We exclude words, such as 
“and” “but” or “if,” which contain little 
topical content.) Furthermore, know-
ing that this article blends those topics 
would help you situate it in a collection 
of scientific articles.

LDA is a statistical model of docu-
ment collections that tries to capture 
this intuition. It is most easily described 
by its generative process, the imaginary 
random process by which the model 
assumes the documents arose. (The 
interpretation of LDA as a probabilistic 
model is fleshed out later.)

We formally define a topic to be a 
distribution over a fixed vocabulary. For 
example, the genetics topic has words 
about genetics with high probability 
and the evolutionary biology topic has 
words about evolutionary biology with 
high probability. We assume that these 
topics are specified before any data 
has been generated.a Now for each 

a Technically, the model assumes that the top-
ics are generated first, before the documents.

document in the collection, we gener-
ate the words in a two-stage process.

 ! Randomly choose a distribution 
over topics.

 ! For each word in the document
a.  Randomly choose a topic from 

the distribution over topics in 
step #1.

b.  Randomly choose a word from the 
corresponding distribution over 
the vocabulary.

This statistical model reflects the 
intuition that documents exhibit mul-
tiple topics. Each document exhib-
its the topics in different proportion 
(step #1); each word in each docu-
ment is drawn from one of the topics 
(step #2b), where the selected topic is 
chosen from the per-document distri-
bution over topics (step #2a).b

In the example article, the distri-
bution over topics would place prob-
ability on genetics, data analysis, and 

b We should explain the mysterious name, “latent 
Dirichlet allocation.” The distribution that is 
used to draw the per-document topic distribu-
tions in step #1 (the cartoon histogram in Figure 
1) is called a Dirichlet distribution. In the genera-
tive process for LDA, the result of the Dirichlet 
is used to allocate the words of the document to 
different topics. Why latent? Keep reading.

Figure 1. The intuitions behind latent Dirichlet allocation. We assume that some number of “topics,” which are distributions over words,  
exist for the whole collection (far left). Each document is assumed to be generated as follows. First choose a distribution over the topics (the 
histogram at right); then, for each word, choose a topic assignment (the colored coins) and choose the word from the corresponding topic. 
The topics and topic assignments in this figure are illustrative—they are not fit from real data. See Figure 2 for topics fit from data.
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time. (See, for example, Figure 3 for 
topics found by analyzing the Yale Law 
Journal.) Topic modeling algorithms 
do not require any prior annotations or 
labeling of the documents—the topics 
emerge from the analysis of the origi-
nal texts. Topic modeling enables us 
to organize and summarize electronic 
archives at a scale that would be impos-
sible by human annotation.

Latent Dirichlet Allocation
We first describe the basic ideas behind 
latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA), which 
is the simplest topic model.8 The intu-
ition behind LDA is that documents 
exhibit multiple topics. For example, 
consider the article in Figure 1. This 
article, entitled “Seeking Life’s Bare 
(Genetic) Necessities,” is about using 
data analysis to determine the number 
of genes an organism needs to survive 
(in an evolutionary sense).

By hand, we have highlighted differ-
ent words that are used in the article. 
Words about data analysis, such as 
“computer” and “prediction,” are high-
lighted in blue; words about evolutionary 
biology, such as “life” and “organism,” 
are highlighted in pink; words about 
genetics, such as “sequenced” and 

“genes,” are highlighted in yellow. If we 
took the time to highlight every word in 
the article, you would see that this arti-
cle blends genetics, data analysis, and 
evolutionary biology in different pro-
portions. (We exclude words, such as 
“and” “but” or “if,” which contain little 
topical content.) Furthermore, know-
ing that this article blends those topics 
would help you situate it in a collection 
of scientific articles.

LDA is a statistical model of docu-
ment collections that tries to capture 
this intuition. It is most easily described 
by its generative process, the imaginary 
random process by which the model 
assumes the documents arose. (The 
interpretation of LDA as a probabilistic 
model is fleshed out later.)

We formally define a topic to be a 
distribution over a fixed vocabulary. For 
example, the genetics topic has words 
about genetics with high probability 
and the evolutionary biology topic has 
words about evolutionary biology with 
high probability. We assume that these 
topics are specified before any data 
has been generated.a Now for each 

a Technically, the model assumes that the top-
ics are generated first, before the documents.

document in the collection, we gener-
ate the words in a two-stage process.

 ! Randomly choose a distribution 
over topics.

 ! For each word in the document
a.  Randomly choose a topic from 

the distribution over topics in 
step #1.

b.  Randomly choose a word from the 
corresponding distribution over 
the vocabulary.

This statistical model reflects the 
intuition that documents exhibit mul-
tiple topics. Each document exhib-
its the topics in different proportion 
(step #1); each word in each docu-
ment is drawn from one of the topics 
(step #2b), where the selected topic is 
chosen from the per-document distri-
bution over topics (step #2a).b

In the example article, the distri-
bution over topics would place prob-
ability on genetics, data analysis, and 

b We should explain the mysterious name, “latent 
Dirichlet allocation.” The distribution that is 
used to draw the per-document topic distribu-
tions in step #1 (the cartoon histogram in Figure 
1) is called a Dirichlet distribution. In the genera-
tive process for LDA, the result of the Dirichlet 
is used to allocate the words of the document to 
different topics. Why latent? Keep reading.

Figure 1. The intuitions behind latent Dirichlet allocation. We assume that some number of “topics,” which are distributions over words,  
exist for the whole collection (far left). Each document is assumed to be generated as follows. First choose a distribution over the topics (the 
histogram at right); then, for each word, choose a topic assignment (the colored coins) and choose the word from the corresponding topic. 
The topics and topic assignments in this figure are illustrative—they are not fit from real data. See Figure 2 for topics fit from data.
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LDA — Multinomial distribution (Mult)

What is the probability of a set of outcomes for an event that has 
multiple outcomes?  
— We roll a 6-sided dice 5 times. What is the probability of getting 

a “3” 1 time and a “6” 4 times?
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LDA — Multinomial distribution (Mult)

What is the probability of a set of outcomes for an event that has 
multiple outcomes?  
— We roll a 6-sided dice 5 times. What is the probability of getting 

a “3” 1 time and a “6” 4 times?
5!

1!4! ⋅ ( 1
6 ) ⋅ ( 1

6 )
4

≈ 0.00064

#ways to get 1 
“3” and 4 “6”s

prob. of 1 “3” prob. of 4 “6”s
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LDA — Multinomial distribution (Mult)

What is the probability of a set of outcomes for an event that has 
multiple outcomes?  
— We roll a 6-sided dice 5 times. What is the probability of getting 

a “3” 1 time and a “6” 4 times?
5!

1!4! ⋅ ( 1
6 ) ⋅ ( 1

6 )
4

≈ 0.00064

#ways to get 1 
“3” and 4 “6”s

prob. of 1 “3” prob. of 4 “6”s

p(n1, …, nk) = n !
n1! ⋅ … ⋅ nk! ⋅ pn1

1 ⋅ … ⋅ pnk
k  given n , {p1, …, pk}Formally:
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LDA — Dirichlet distribution (Dir)

Exponential family distribution over the simplex (= positive 
vectors that sum up to 1), essentially a distribution over 
multinomial distributions
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Parameter α controls the mean shape and sparsity of θ (and β) 
Note: α is a vector of K parameters for θ and η hasV parameters for 
β, where V is the size of the entire vocabulary (unique words across 
all D documents)
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LDA — Dirichlet distribution (Dir)

Assume a simplex θ = [θ1, θ2, θ3] across Κ = 3 topics. How do 
different values for α affect the θ produced by the Dirichlet 
distribution? Let’s plot 5,000 samples for different α’s.
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LDA — Dirichlet distribution (Dir)

Assume a simplex θ = [θ1, θ2, θ3] across Κ = 3 topics. How do 
different values for α affect the θ produced by the Dirichlet 
distribution? Let’s plot 5,000 samples for different α’s.
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Assume a simplex θ = [θ1, θ2, θ3] across Κ = 3 topics. How do 
different values for α affect the θ produced by the Dirichlet 
distribution? Let’s plot 5,000 samples for different α’s.

Imbalance in α shapes the focus of the distribution
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LDA — Dirichlet distribution (Dir)
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Assume a simplex θ = [θ1, θ2, θ3] across Κ = 3 topics. How do 
different values for α affect the θ produced by the Dirichlet 
distribution? Let’s plot 5,000 samples for different α’s.

Values of α < 1 create increasingly sparse outputs

LDA — Dirichlet distribution (Dir)
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Assume a simplex θ = [θ1, θ2, θ3] across Κ = 3 topics. How do 
different values for α affect the θ produced by the Dirichlet 
distribution? Let’s plot 5,000 samples for different α’s.

Values of α < 1 create increasingly sparse outputs

LDA — Dirichlet distribution (Dir)
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Assume a simplex θ = [θ1, θ2, θ3] across Κ = 3 topics. How do 
different values for α affect the θ produced by the Dirichlet 
distribution? Let’s plot 5,000 samples for different α’s.

Values of α < 1 create increasingly sparse outputs

LDA — Dirichlet distribution (Dir)



LDA — Why combine Dir and Mult distributions?

• The Dirichlet distribution is conjugate to the 
Multinomial distribution 

• Posterior p(β|η,w) and prior p(β|η) belong to the same 
distribution family as the prior (Dirichlet) given that 
p(w|β) is a Multinomial and p(β|η) a Dirichlet 

• Abstracting the math, observed data (w) are adding to 
our prior intuition (η) about how words relate with 
topics
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LDA — Inference
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Joint probability distribution

Posterior of the latent variables

can’t compute → approximate inference
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LDA — Inference; Gibbs sampling
• Initialise probabilities randomly or uniformly 

• In each step, replace the value of one of the variables 
by a value drawn from the distribution of that variable 
conditioned on the values of the remaining variables 

• Repeat until convergence

For t = 1,…, T :
Sample x(t+ 1)

1 ∼ p (x1 |x(t)
2 , …, x(t)

N )
Sample x(t+ 1)

2 ∼ p (x2 |x(t+ 1)
1 , x(t)

3 , …, x(t)
N )

…
Sample x(t+ 1)

j ∼ p (xj |x(t+ 1)
1 , x(t+ 1)

2 , …, x(t+ 1)
j−1 , x(t)

j+ 1, …, x(t)
N )

…
Sample x(t+ 1)

N ∼ p (xN |x(t+ 1)
1 , …, x(t+ 1)

N−1 )

Initialise xi, i = 1,…, N



LDA — Inference; Gibbs sampling
• Initialise probabilities randomly or uniformly 

• Go over each word i in every document j (wji) 

• Estimate the probability of assigning wji to each topic, 
conditioned on the topic assignments (zj,−i) of all other words 
wj,−i (note conventional notation for the exclusion of wji)

zjiθj wji

D

Nj

α βk

K

η
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• Initialise probabilities randomly or uniformly 

• Go over each word i in every document j (wji) 

• Estimate the probability of assigning wji to each topic, 
conditioned on the topic assignments (zj,−i) of all other words 
wj,−i (note conventional notation for the exclusion of wji)
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LDA — Inference; Gibbs sampling
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# topic k is assigned to a 
word in document j without 
counting the current word # word wji is associated with topic k 

in all documents without counting 
the current instance of wji



LDA — Inference; Gibbs sampling
• Initialise probabilities randomly or uniformly 

• Go over each word i in every document j (wji) 

• Estimate the probability of assigning wji to each topic, 
conditioned on the topic assignments (zj,−i) of all other words 
wj,−i (note conventional notation for the exclusion of wji)
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• Initialise probabilities randomly or uniformly 

• Go over each word i in every document j (wji) 

• Estimate the probability of assigning wji to each topic, 
conditioned on the topic assignments (zj,−i) of all other words 
wj,−i (note conventional notation for the exclusion of wji) 

• From the above conditional distribution, sample a topic and 
set it as the new topic assignment zji of wji
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LDA — Inference; Gibbs sampling

How much does document 
j “like” topic k?

How much does topic 
k “like” word wji?
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η



LDA — Gibbs sampling; toy example
— Consider K = 3 topics



LDA — Gibbs sampling; toy example

zji ? ? ? ? ?

wji Brexit deficit Europe market single

document j

— Consider K = 3 topics 
— Sampling from document j (word order doesn’t matter)



LDA — Gibbs sampling; toy example

zji 3 ? ? ? ?

wji Brexit deficit Europe market single

— Consider K = 3 topics 
— Sampling from document j (word order doesn’t matter) 
— Randomly assign topics to all words in document j (and all other docs)

document j



LDA — Gibbs sampling; toy example

zji 3 2 ? ? ?

wji Brexit deficit Europe market single

— Consider K = 3 topics 
— Sampling from document j (word order doesn’t matter) 
— Randomly assign topics to all words in document j (and all other docs)

document j



LDA — Gibbs sampling; toy example

zji 3 2 3 1 1

wji Brexit deficit Europe market single

— Consider K = 3 topics 
— Sampling from document j (word order doesn’t matter) 
— Randomly assign topics to all words in document j (and all other docs)

document j



LDA — Gibbs sampling; toy example

zji 3 2 3 1 1
wji Brexit deficit Europe market single

document j

words / topics 1 2 3
Brexit 100 30 2
deficit 10 60 0
Europe 95 5 2
market 50 70 5
single 50 15 90

… … … …

word-topic counts 
across all documents

— Consider K = 3 topics 
— Sampling from document j (word order doesn’t matter) 
— Randomly assign topics to all words in document j (and all other docs) 
— Update the word-topic counts for all documents



LDA — Gibbs sampling; toy example

zji 3 2 3 1 1
wji Brexit deficit Europe market single

document j

words / topics 1 2 3
Brexit 100 30 2
deficit 10 60 0
Europe 95 5 2
market 50 70 5
single 50 15 90

… … … …

word-topic counts 
across all documents

— Consider K = 3 topics 
— Sampling from document j (word order doesn’t matter) 
— Randomly assign topics to all words in document j (and all other docs) 
— Update the word-topic counts for all documents 
— Sample the first word (“Brexit”) in document j; unassign it from topic 3 

and decrement its count in the word-topic counts



LDA — Gibbs sampling; toy example

zji ? 2 3 1 1
wji Brexit deficit Europe market single

document j

words / topics 1 2 3
Brexit 100 30 2 - 1
deficit 10 60 0
Europe 95 5 2
market 50 70 5
single 50 15 90

… … … …

word-topic counts 
across all documents

— Consider K = 3 topics 
— Sampling from document j (word order doesn’t matter) 
— Randomly assign topics to all words in document j (and all other docs) 
— Update the word-topic counts for all documents 
— Sample the first word (“Brexit”) in document j; unassign it from topic 3 

and decrement its count in the word-topic counts



LDA — Gibbs sampling; toy example

zji ? 2 3 1 1
wji Brexit deficit Europe market single

document j

words / topics 1 2 3
Brexit 100 30 1
deficit 10 60 0
Europe 95 5 2
market 50 70 5
single 50 15 90

… … … …

word-topic counts 
across all documents

— Consider K = 3 topics 
— Sampling from document j (word order doesn’t matter) 
— Randomly assign topics to all words in document j (and all other docs) 
— Update the word-topic counts for all documents 
— Sample the first word (“Brexit”) in document j; unassign it from topic 3 

and decrement its count in the word-topic counts



LDA — Gibbs sampling; toy example

zji ? 2 3 1 1
wji Brexit deficit Europe market single

document j

— … 
— Randomly assign topics to all words in document j (and all other docs) 
— Update the word-topic counts for all documents 
— Sample the first word (“Brexit”) in document j; unassign it from topic 3 

and decrement its count in the word-topic counts 
— What are the revised topic proportions in document j?
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LDA — Gibbs sampling; toy example

zji ? 2 3 1 1
wji Brexit deficit Europe market single

document j

— … 
— Update the word-topic counts for all documents 
— Sample the first word (“Brexit”) in document j; unassign it from topic 3 

and decrement its count in the word-topic counts 
— What are the revised topic proportions in document j? 
— How much does each topic “like” the word “Brexit”?

Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic 3
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Brexit 100 30 1

deficit 10 60 0
Europe 95 5 2

market 50 70 5

single 50 15 90

… … … …
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Evaluating topics

• It depends on what the topics are for! 

• If they are generated for an end task with a measure-able 
performance, then we it makes sense to use this metric, i.e. 
the performance of the end task as a proxy for the value of 
the topic (Note: LDA tends to underperform in such 
settings) 

• Compute the probability of generating held-out documents 
(the higher the better)  

• Word intrusion: Show words from topics to human judges 
(crowdsourcing) with out-of-topic words inserted (intruders). 
How often can they identify the word that does not belong?



Part II



Words as vectors

• We’ve seen that documents can be represented as vectors of 
word frequencies 

• Words can also be represented as multi-dimensional vectors 

• Property to exploit: words that occur in similar contexts (co-
occur) tend to have similar meanings 
 
    “You shall know a word by the company it keeps” 
     J. R. Firth (1957)  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Words as vectors

• Property to exploit: words that occur in similar contexts (co-
occur) tend to have similar meanings 
 
— My new W is much thinner than my previous one. 
— I prefer to work from remote locations using a W. 
— This old W has less RAM than my new smartphone. 
— With a 15-inch display, it’s not a W anymore! 

• Co-occurs with: “my”, “thinner”, “remote”, “smartphone”, 
“RAM”, “display” 

• Occurs after: “my”, “remote”, “display” 
• Occurs before: “thinner”, “RAM”, “smartphone” 
• W = laptop / notebook



Words as vectors

• Generate a word-word matrix 
— a.k.a. word-context or word co-occurrence matrix 

• If the size of our vocabulary (all words) is V, then the size of 
this matrix is commonly V ✕ V 

• Each cell of the matrix counts how many times two words co-
occur within a predefined context 

• Possible contexts: entire document, a paragraph in a document, 
a sentence, a number of words (window, commonly ± 4 words) 
 
… more succinct definition of computer science is the study… 
… analysis and study of algorithms, discipline of computer science… 
… the arrival of Japanese mandarin oranges signalled the real… 
… of pomelo and mandarin, orange has genes from both… 



Words as vectors

… data … fruit … Python …
… … … … … … … …

algorithms … 100 … 2 … 250 …
… … … … … … … …

computer … 300 … 5 … 200 …
… … … … … … … …

mandarin … 1 … 300 … 0 …
… … … … … … … …

orange … 1 … 256 … 10 …
… … … … … … … …

word-word (word co-occurrence) matrix



Words as vectors
… data … fruit … Python …

… … … … … … … …
algorithms … 250 … 2 … 100 …

… … … … … … … …
computer … 500 … 5 … 300 …

… … … … … … … …
mandarin … 1 … 300 … 0 …

… … … … … … … …
orange … 1 … 256 … 10 …

… … … … … … … …

data

P
yt

ho
n

500250

100

300

algorithms (250,100)

computer (500,300)



Words as vectors

• Recap: Word-context matrix of sizeV ✕ V where V is the 
length of the vocabulary 

• Large matrix as V could be even larger than 100,000 

• Sparse matrix as many entries will be 0  
(not all words co-occur in all contexts) 

• Small context window: a more syntactic representation 

• Longer context window: a more semantic representation



Measuring word association — PMI
• Raw word counts are not the best measure for word association 

— skewed towards frequent/infrequent words, non discriminative 
• Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI) is a measure of how often 

two events (co-)occur, compared to what we would expect if 
these events were independent 

• Centre (target) word wi, context word cj



Measuring word association — PMI
• Raw word counts are not the best measure for word association 

— skewed towards frequent/infrequent words, non discriminative 
• Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI) is a measure of how often 

two events (co-)occur, compared to what we would expect if 
these events were independent 

• Centre (target) word wi, context word cj

• Numerator: How often we have seen the words together 

• Denominator: How often we expect the words to co-occur, 
assuming they are independent 

• PMI: how much more wi, cj co-occur than expected by chance

PMI(wi, cj) = log2
p(wi, cj)

p(wi) ⋅ p(cj)



Positive Pointwise Mutual Information (PPMI)

• PMI ranges in (−∞,+∞) 

• Negative PMI values are harder to interpret and evaluate; 
“relatedness” is easier to evaluate as opposed to 
“unrelatedness” 

• Force positivity — Positive PMI (PPMI)

PPMI(wi, cj) = max (log2
p(wi, cj)

p(wi) ⋅ p(cj)
,0)



Computing PPMI
Assume a word-context matrix A of size V⨉C; generalisation of 
the word-word matrix, where the C contexts may not be identical 
to the V target words

p(cj) =
∑V

i= 1 n ij

∑V
i= 1 (∑C

j= 1 n ij)

p(wi) =
∑C

j= 1 n ij

∑V
i= 1 (∑C

j= 1 n ij)

p(wi, cj) =
n ij

∑V
i= 1 (∑C

j= 1 n ij)

PPMI(wi, cj) = max (log2
p(wi, cj)

p(wi) ⋅ p(cj)
,0)

# target word wi co-occurs with context word cj 
divided by the total count of word occurrences in 
the corpus

# target word wi appears in the corpus (sum of 
row i of A) divided by…

# context word cj appears in the corpus (sum of 
column j of A) divided by… 



Measuring word similarity — Cosine

• Dot product between word vectors w, v: w⊤v =
N

∑
i= 1

wi ⋅ vi



Measuring word similarity — Cosine

• Dot product between word vectors w, v:

• Larger values for longer vectors and for frequent words 
• Normalise it by dividing with the length of the vectors! Leads 

to cosine similarity, i.e. the cosine of the angle (φ) between 
the two vectors

• Since w and v > 0, cosine-sim(w,v) ranges from [0,1] 
— cosine-sim(w,v) = 0 means that φ = 90° 
— cosine-sim(w,v) = 1 means that φ = 0°

cosine-sim(w, v) =
∑N

i= 1 wi ⋅ vi

∑N
i= 1 w2

i ⋅ ∑N
i= 1 v2

i

= w⊤ v
|w | |v |

= cos ϕ

w⊤v =
N

∑
i= 1

wi ⋅ vi



Measuring word similarity — Cosine

• Since w and v > 0, cosine-sim(w,v) ranges from [0,1] 
— cosine-sim(w,v) = 0 means that φ = 90° 
— cosine-sim(w,v) = 1 means that φ = 0°

data

P
yt

ho
n

500250

100

300

algorithms (250,100)

computer (500,300)

φ

cosine-sim(computer, algorithms) = 0.9872, φ = 9.162°

cosine-sim(w, v) =
∑N

i= 1 wi ⋅ vi

∑N
i= 1 w2

i ⋅ ∑N
i= 1 v2

i

= w⊤ v
|w | |v |

= cos ϕ



From sparse to dense word vectors
• Previously shown word representations: long (equal to size of 

the vocabulary V) and sparse (many 0’s) 

• Short and dense representations have advantages 
— easier to use as features in statistical learning methods 
— capture synonymy better 
— generalise better

0

0

✕✕≈N ✕ D

X WK

ΣK CK

K ✕ D

K ✕ K

N ✕ KLSA

• Recall Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA), i.e. SVD on the 
word-document matrix (X). What if we perform SVD on a 
word co-occurrence matrix?



SVD on the PPMI word-context matrix
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SVD on the PPMI word-context matrix
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0
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PPMI V
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k ✕ c

k ✕ k

m ✕ kSVD

V1

Vi

• Vi is a k-dimensional vector that represents word i in our 
vocabulary. It is also know as a word embedding. Commonly, 
k = 300, i.e. Vi is short and dense. 

• SVD has a significant computational cost O(mk2).



Word embeddings from prediction
• Same intuition, different approach 

— words with similar meanings will co-occur 
— instead of counting co-occurrences, predict them 
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there is a small family of methods behind it 

➡ Algorithms 
• skip-gram: Predict the context (surrounding) words based 

on a centre word 
• CBOW (continuous bag-of-words): Predict a centre word 

based on the context words 
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• Hierarchical softmax 
• Negative sampling



Word embeddings from prediction
• Same intuition, different approach 

— words with similar meanings will co-occur 
— instead of counting co-occurrences, predict them 

• Popular example: word2vec — title of the software library, but 
there is a small family of methods behind it 

➡ Algorithms 
• skip-gram: Predict the context (surrounding) words based 

on a centre word 
• CBOW (continuous bag-of-words): Predict a centre word 

based on the context words 

➡ Training methods 
• Hierarchical softmax 
• Negative sampling 
• Naïve softmax



word2vec — skip-gram

… said that “Hey Jude” is Beatles’ most famous song, but…
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word2vec — skip-gram

… said that “Hey Jude” is Beatles’ most famous song, but…

centre word 
wt

context words 
wt−3, wt−2, wt−1

context words 
wt+1, wt+2, wt+3

context radius 
L = 3

context radius 
L = 3

p(wt−i|wt) ? p(wt+i|wt) ?



skip-gram — Simplified objective function

For each word position t out of T predict the context words using 
a fixed radius L (or symmetric window 2L) 

Objective: Maximise the probability of any context word given the 
current centre word (position of surrounding words does not 
matter)

min 1
T

−
T

∑
t= 1

L

∑
i= −L, i≠0

log (p (wt+i |wt))

max
T

∏
t= 1

L

∏
i= −L, i≠0

p (wt+i |wt)

Prefer to minimise things, and sums over products 

Minimise the mean (across all T samples) negative log likelihood 

Aren’t we missing something here?



skip-gram — Simplified objective function

For each word position t out of T predict the context words using 
a fixed radius L (or symmetric window 2L) 

Objective: Minimise the negative log likelihood of the probability 
of any context word given the current centre word

min 1
T

−
T

∑
t= 1

L

∑
i= −L, i≠0

log (p (wt+i |wt))

(a) What exactly are we minimising? 

(b) How are we going to minimise it?



skip-gram — Simplified objective function

min 1
T

−
T

∑
t= 1

L

∑
i= −L, i≠0

log (p (wt+i |wt))
— Assume that each centre word (t) has a k-dimensional vector 

representation vc; all m words are held in an k×m matrix V 

— Assume that each context word has a k-dimensional vector 
representation ux; all m words are help in an k×m matrix U 

— Thus, the model parameters (=2mk) are now θ = [V U]

min
θ

1
T

−
T

∑
t= 1

L

∑
i= −L, i≠0

log (p (wt+i |wt ; θ))

For each word position t out of T predict the context words using 
a fixed radius L (or symmetric window 2L) 

Objective: Minimise the negative log likelihood of the probability 
of any context word given the current centre word
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• Vi is a k-dimensional vector that represents word i in our 
vocabulary. It is also know as a word embedding. Commonly, 
k = 300, i.e. Vi is short and dense. 

• SVD has a significant computational cost O(mk2).



skip-gram — Simplified objective function

min 1
T

−
T

∑
t= 1

L

∑
i= −L, i≠0

log (p (wt+i |wt))

For each word position t out of T predict the context words using 
a fixed radius L (or symmetric window 2L) 

Objective: Minimise the negative log likelihood of the probability 
of any context word given the current centre word

min
θ

1
T

−
T

∑
t= 1

L

∑
i= −L, i≠0

log (p (wt+i |wt ; θ))

— Assume that each centre word (t) has a k-dimensional vector 
representation vc; all m words are held in an k×m matrix V 

— Assume that each context word has a k-dimensional vector 
representation ux; all m words are help in an k×m matrix U 

— Thus, the model parameters (=2mk) are now θ = [V U]



skip-gram — Simplified objective function

We need an estimate of the probability p(wt+i|wt) 

Use a (bad) measure of similarity (dot product) and normalise it 
using a common approach in neural networks, the softmax 
function (squashes vector elements to a (0, 1) range) 

Assuming a vocabulary of m words, for a centre word c (vc) and 
a context word x (ux)

min
θ

1
T

−
T

∑
t= 1

L

∑
i= −L, i≠0

log (p (wt+i |wt ; θ))

p(x |c) =
exp (u⊤

x vc)
m

∑
w= 1

exp (u⊤
wvc)



skip-gram — In practice…

pwi
= softmax(o )i

o = U⊤ ⋅ vc

vc = V ⋅ wt

wt = [0 0 … 1 … 0]⊤
centre word as an one-hot vector

get its vector representation (embedding) from the 
matrix of centre word embeddings

dot product with all context word vectors 
m (voc. size) × 1

compute the softmax of this vector 
this is the probability of word i, but we shall 
focus on the 2L context words

0.1
0.4
0.01
0.09
0.05
0.25
0.08
0.02

e.g. pw
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skip-gram — In practice…

pwi
= softmax(o )i

o = U⊤ ⋅ vc

vc = V ⋅ wt

wt = [0 0 … 1 … 0]⊤
centre word as an one-hot vector

get its vector representation (embedding) from the 
matrix of centre word embeddings

dot product with all context word vectors 
m (voc. size) × 1

compute the softmax of this vector 
this is the probability of word i, but we shall 
focus on the 2L context words

0.1
0.4
0.01
0.09
0.05
0.25
0.08
0.02

0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0

e.g. pw

but we also know the correct answer! 
In this case, we need to improve our 

embeddings (V and U). In neural nets 
by applying error backpropagation.



skip-gram — Negative sampling
Naïve / inefficient way for parameter inference

J(θ) = − 1
T

T

∑
t= 1

L

∑
i= −L, i≠0

log (p (wt+ i |wt ; θ))
Gradient descent

θp+ 1 = θp + γ ∇θ J(θp)
Too slow and computationally expensive. Recall:

p(x |c) =
exp (u⊤

x vc)
m

∑
w= 1

exp (u⊤
wvc)

The denominator is too expensive to 
compute (for large vocabularies)

Negative sampling: For each context word sample non-
neighbouring words as “negative” samples 

New objective: High dot product with context words and low 
dot product with “negative” samples



skip-gram — Stochastic gradient descent
Naïve / inefficient way for parameter inference

J(θ) = − 1
T

T

∑
t= 1

L

∑
i= −L, i≠0

log (p (wt+ i |wt ; θ))
Gradient descent

θp+ 1 = θp + γ ∇θ J(θp)
Too slow and computationally expensive.

Apply stochastic gradient descent. 

i.e. instead of going through all the data for computing the 
gradient of   

we use one or small subsets of the data (mini batches) to 
update the gradient

∇θ J(θ)



Word analogies with word embeddings

vector(‘king’)−vector(‘man’)+vector(‘woman’) ≈ vector(‘queen’) 

More formally:

arg max
b∈V (cos (b, a − ap + bp))

a=vector(‘king’), ap=vector(‘man’), bp = vector(‘woman’) 

If we compute the cosine similarity of a−ap+bp with the 
embeddings of all the V words in our corpus, we expect 
b=vector(‘queen’) to have the greatest one 

ap is for a what bp is for b
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requires for training (more neighboring words must be predicted). See the end of the
chapter for a pointer to surveys which have explored parameterizations like window-
size for different tasks.

16.3 Properties of embeddings

We’ll discuss in Section ?? how to evaluate the quality of different embeddings. But
it is also sometimes helpful to visualize them. Fig. 16.7 shows the words/phrases
that are most similar to some sample words using the phrase-based version of the
skip-gram algorithm (Mikolov et al., 2013a).

target: Redmond Havel ninjutsu graffiti capitulate
Redmond Wash. Vaclav Havel ninja spray paint capitulation
Redmond Washington president Vaclav Havel martial arts graffiti capitulated
Microsoft Velvet Revolution swordsmanship taggers capitulating

Figure 16.7 Examples of the closest tokens to some target words using a phrase-based
extension of the skip-gram algorithm (Mikolov et al., 2013a).

One semantic property of various kinds of embeddings that may play in their
usefulness is their ability to capture relational meanings

Mikolov et al. (2013b) demonstrates that the offsets between vector embeddings
can capture some relations between words, for example that the result of the ex-
pression vector(‘king’) - vector(‘man’) + vector(‘woman’) is a vector close to vec-
tor(‘queen’); the left panel in Fig. 16.8 visualizes this by projecting a representation
down into 2 dimensions. Similarly, they found that the expression vector(‘Paris’)
- vector(‘France’) + vector(‘Italy’) results in a vector that is very close to vec-
tor(‘Rome’). Levy and Goldberg (2014a) shows that various other kinds of em-
beddings also seem to have this property.

Figure 16.8 Vector offsets showing relational properties of the vector space, shown by pro-
jecting vectors onto two dimensions using PCA. In the left panel, ’king’ - ’man’ + ’woman’
is close to ’queen’. In the right, we see the way offsets seem to capture grammatical number
(Mikolov et al., 2013b).

16.4 Brown Clustering

Brown clustering (Brown et al., 1992) is an agglomerative clustering algorithm forBrown

clustering



Word embeddings based on UK Twitter data

— 1.1 billion tweets from 2012 to 2016 
— approximately geolocated in the UK 
— 512-dimensional embeddings for 470,194 words

Most similar words (top-5) to: 

• Monday: Tuesday, Thursday, Wednesday, Friday, Sunday 
• January: February, August, October, March, June 
• red: yellow, blue, purple, pink, green 
• we: they, you, we’ve, our, us   
• espresso: expresso, cappuccino, macchiato, latte, coffee 
• linux: Unix, Centos, Debian, Ubuntu, Redhat 
• retweet: rt, tweet, retweets, retweeting, rewteet 
• democracy: democratic, dictatorship, democracies, socialism, undemocratic 
• loool: looool, lool, loooool, looooool, loooooool 
• xxxx: xxxxx, xxx, xxxxxxxx, xxxxxx, xxxxxxx 
• enviroment: environment, environments, env, enviro, habitats



Word embeddings based on UK Twitter data

download from figshare.com/articles/UK_Twitter_word_embeddings_II_/5791650 

‘she’ is to ‘her’ what ‘he’ is to … [ ? ] 

‘Rome’ is to ‘Italy’ what ‘London’ is to … [ ? ] 

‘go’ is for ‘went’ what ‘do’ is to… [ ? ] 

‘big’ is to ‘bigger’ what ‘small’ is to… [ ? ] 

‘poet’ is to ‘poem’ what ‘author’ is to… [ ? ] 

‘Messi’ is to ‘football’ what ‘Lebron’ is to… [ ? ] 

‘Elvis’ is to ‘Presley’ what ‘Aretha’ is to… [ ? ] 

‘UK’ is for ‘Brexit’ what ‘Greece’ is to… [ ? ] 

‘UK’ is for ‘Farage’ what ‘USA’ is to… [ ? ]

https://figshare.com/articles/UK_Twitter_word_embeddings_II_/5791650
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‘Rome’ is to ‘Italy’ what ‘London’ is to … [UK, Denmark, Sweden] 

‘go’ is for ‘went’ what ‘do’ is to… [did, doing, happened] 

‘big’ is to ‘bigger’ what ‘small’ is to… [smaller, larger, tiny] 

‘poet’ is to ‘poem’ what ‘author’ is to… [novel, excerpt, memoir] 

‘Messi’ is to ‘football’ what ‘Lebron’ is to… [basketball, bball, NBA] 

‘Elvis’ is to ‘Presley’ what ‘Aretha’ is to… [Franklin, Ruffin, Vandross] 

‘UK’ is for ‘Brexit’ what ‘Greece’ is to… [Grexit, Syriza, Tsipras] 

‘UK’ is for ‘Farage’ what ‘USA’ is to… [Trump, Farrage, Putin]
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Predicting judicial decisions of the ECtHR

• Predict the outcome of a case tried by the European Court of 
Human Rights (ECtHR), e.g. whether an article of the 
European Convention on Human Rights has been violated 

• The observed data is specific parts from the proceedings of a 
case as recorded by the court. In particular: 
 
     Procedure 
     The facts 
     — The circumstances of the case 
     — Relevant law 
     The law 
     — Alleged violation of Article X 
     —— Parties’ submissions 
     —— Merits



Case structure at ECtHR

Procedure: This section contains the procedure followed before 
the Court, from the lodging of the individual application until 
the judgment was handed down



Case structure at ECtHR

Facts → Circumstances of the case: This section comprises all 
material which is not considered as belonging to points of law, 
i.e., legal arguments

Figure 2 The facts. This section comprises all material which is not considered as belonging to points of
law, i.e., legal arguments.

Figure 3 The law. The law section is focused on considering the merits of the case, through the use of le-
gal argument.

Figure 4 Operative provisions. This is the section where the Court announces the outcome of the case,
which is a decision to the effect that a violation of some Convention article either did or did not take place.

Aletras etal (2016), PeerJ Comput. Sci., DOI 10.7717/peerj-cs.93 7/19



Data and textual features

• n-grams  
Use the 2,000 most frequent n-grams, where n = {1,…, 4} 
Different frequencies for different parts of the case 

• Topics 

— Convert the document (case)-word matrix to a word-word 
matrix using cosine similarity between all pairs of word 
representations (frequencies) across the documents (cases) 

— Perform spectral clustering on the word-word matrix to 
obtain (hard) word clusters (30)

Table 1 Articles of the Convention and number of cases in the data set. Article numbers, Convention
right that each article protects and the number of cases in our data set.

Article Human Right Cases

3 Prohibits torture and inhuman and degrading treatment 250
6 Protects the right to a fair trial 80
8 Provides a right to respect for one’s ‘‘private and family life,

his home and his correspondence’’
254

For each article, we first retrieve all the cases available in HUDOC. Then, we keep only
those that are in English and parse them following the case structure presented above.
We then select an equal number of violation and non-violation cases for each particular
article of the Convention. To achieve a balanced number of violation/non-violation cases,
we first count the number of cases available in each class. Then, we choose all the cases in
the smaller class and randomly select an equal number of cases from the larger class. This
results to a total of 250, 80 and 254 cases for Articles 3, 6 and 8, respectively.

Finally, we extract the text under each part of the case by using regular expressions,
making sure that any sections on operative provisions of the Court are excluded. In this
way, we ensure that the models do not use information pertaining to the outcome of the
case. We also preprocess the text by lower-casing and removing stop words (i.e., frequent
words that do not carry significant semantic information) using the list provided by
NLTK (https://raw.githubusercontent.com/nltk/nltk_data/ghpages/packages/corpora/
stopwords.zip).

Description of textual features
We derive textual features from the text extracted from each section (or subsection) of each
case. These are either N-gram features, i.e., contiguous word sequences, or word clusters,
i.e., abstract semantic topics.

• N-gram features: The Bag-of-Words (BOW)model (Salton, Wong & Yang, 1975; Salton
& McGill, 1986) is a popular semantic representation of text used inNLP and Information
Retrieval. In a BOWmodel, a document (or any text) is represented as the bag (multiset)
of its words (unigrams) or N-grams without taking into account grammar, syntax
and word order. That results to a vector space representation where documents are
represented as m-dimensional variables over a set of m N-grams. N-gram features have
been shown to be effective in various supervised learning tasks (Bamman, Eisenstein
& Schnoebelen, 2014; Lampos & Cristianini, 2012). For each set of cases in our data set,
we compute the top-2000 most frequent N-grams where N 2 {1,2,3,4}. Each feature
represents the normalized frequency of a particular N-gram in a case or a section of a
case. This can be considered as a feature matrix, C 2Rc⇥m, where c is the number of
the cases and m= 2,000. We extract N-gram features for the Procedure (Procedure),
Circumstances (Circumstances), Facts (Facts), Relevant Law (Relevant Law), Law
(Law) and the Full case (Full) respectively. Note that the representations of the Facts
is obtained by taking the mean vector of Circumstances and Relevant Law. In a similar

Aletras etal (2016), PeerJ Comput. Sci., DOI 10.7717/peerj-cs.93 8/19



Prediction accuracy
Table 2 Accuracy of the different feature types across articles. Accuracy of predicting violation/non-
violation of cases across articles on 10-fold cross-validation using an SVM with linear kernel. Parentheses
contain the standard deviation from the mean. Accuracy of random guess is .50. Bold font denotes best
accuracy in a particular Article or on Average across Articles.

Feature Type Article 3 Article 6 Article 8 Average

N-grams Full .70 (.10) .82 (.11) .72 (.05) .75
Procedure .67 (.09) .81 (.13) .71 (.06) .73
Circumstances .68 (.07) .82 (.14) .77 (.08) .76
Relevant law .68 (.13) .78 (.08) .72 (.11) .73
Facts .70 (.09) .80 (.14) .68 (.10) .73
Law .56 (.09) .68 (.15) .62 (.05) .62

Topics .78 (.09) .81 (.12) .76 (.09) .78
Topics and circumstances .75 (.10) .84 (0.11) .78 (0.06) .79

cross-validation. Accuracy is computed as follows:

Accuracy= TV +TNV
V +NV

(1)

where TV and TNV are the number of cases correctly classified that there is a violation
an article of the Convention or not respectively. V and NV represent the total number of
cases where there is a violation or not respectively.

Table 2 shows the accuracy of each set of features across articles using a linear SVM. The
rightmost column also shows the mean accuracy across the three articles. In general, both
N-gram and topic features achieve good predictive performance. Our main observation
is that both language use and topicality are important factors that appear to stand as
reliable proxies of judicial decisions. Therefore, we take a further look into the models by
attempting to interpret the differences in accuracy.

We observe that ‘Circumstances’ is the best subsection to predict the decisions for cases
in Articles 6 and 8, with a performance of .82 and .77 respectively. In Article 3, we obtain
better predictive accuracy (.70) using the text extracted from the full case (‘Full’) while the
performance of ‘Circumstances’ is almost comparable (.68). We should again note here
that the ‘Circumstances’ subsection contains information regarding the factual background
of the case, as this has been formulated by the Court. The subsection therefore refers to the
actions and events which triggered the case and gave rise to a claim made by an individual
to the effect that the ECHR was violated by some state. On the other hand, ‘Full’, which
is a mixture of information contained in all of the sections of a case, surprisingly fails
to improve over using only the ‘Circumstances’ subsection. This entails that the factual
background contained in the ‘Circumstances’ is the most important textual part of the case
when it comes to predicting the Court’s decision.

The other sections and subsections that refer to the facts of a case, namely ‘Procedure,’
‘Relevant Law’ and ‘Facts’ achieve somewhat lower performance (.73 cf. .76), although
they remain consistently above chance. Recall, at this point, that the ‘Procedure’ subsection
consists only of general details about the applicant, such as the applicant’s name or country
of origin and the procedure followed before domestic courts.

Aletras etal (2016), PeerJ Comput. Sci., DOI 10.7717/peerj-cs.93 10/19

n-gram features on the “Circumstances” of a case provide a 
strong performance (76%) 

Topics (on the “Full” proceedings) perform better (78%) 

Combining the two categories of features in a linear ensemble 
yields the overall best performance (79%)



Article 3 — Topic weights

Topic Most frequent n-grams w

Positive state 
obligations

injury, protection, ordered, damage, civil, caused, 
failed, claim, course, connection

13.5

Detention 
conditions

prison, detainee, visit, well, regard, cpt, access, 
food, situation, problem 

11.7

Treatment by 
state officials

police, officer, treatment, police officer, July, ill, 
force, evidence, ill treatment, arrest

10.2

Prior violation 
of Article 2

june, statement, three, dated, car, area, 
jurisdiction, gendarmerie, perpetrator, scene

-12.4

Issues of proof
witness, asked, told, incident, brother, heard, 

submission, arrived, identity, hand
-15.2

Sentencing
sentence, year, life, circumstance, imprisonment, 
release, set, president, administration, sentenced 

-17.4

(prohibits torture and inhuman and degrading treatment)



Inferring disease rates from Google search

Combining the n 5 45 highest-scoring queries was found to obtain
the best fit. These 45 search queries, although selected automatically,
appeared to be consistently related to ILIs. Other search queries in the
top 100, not included in our model, included topics like ‘high school
basketball’, which tend to coincide with influenza season in the
United States (Table 1).

Using this ILI-related query fraction as the explanatory variable,
we fit a final linear model to weekly ILI percentages between 2003 and
2007 for all nine regions together, thus obtaining a single, region-
independent coefficient. The model was able to obtain a good fit with
CDC-reported ILI percentages, with a mean correlation of 0.90
(min 5 0.80, max 5 0.96, n 5 9 regions; Fig. 2).

The final model was validated on 42 points per region of previously
untested data from 2007 to 2008, which were excluded from all
previous steps. Estimates generated for these 42 points obtained a
mean correlation of 0.97 (min 5 0.92, max 5 0.99, n 5 9 regions)
with the CDC-observed ILI percentages.

Throughout the 2007–08 influenza season we used preliminary
versions of our model to generate ILI estimates, and shared our
results each week with the Epidemiology and Prevention Branch of
Influenza Division at the CDC to evaluate timeliness and accuracy.
Figure 3 illustrates data available at different points throughout the
season. Across the nine regions, we were able to estimate consistently
the current ILI percentage 1–2 weeks ahead of the publication of
reports by the CDC’s US Influenza Sentinel Provider Surveillance
Network.

Because localized influenza surveillance is particularly useful for
public health planning, we sought to validate further our model

against weekly ILI percentages for individual states. The CDC does
not make state-level data publicly available, but we validated our
model against state-reported ILI percentages provided by the state
of Utah, and obtained a correlation of 0.90 across 42 validation points
(Supplementary Fig. 3).

Google web search queries can be used to estimate ILI percentages
accurately in each of the nine public health regions of the United
States. Because search queries can be processed quickly, the resulting
ILI estimates were consistently 1–2 weeks ahead of CDC ILI surveil-
lance reports. The early detection provided by this approach may
become an important line of defence against future influenza epi-
demics in the United States, and perhaps eventually in international
settings.

Up-to-date influenza estimates may enable public health officials
and health professionals to respond better to seasonal epidemics. If a
region experiences an early, sharp increase in ILI physician visits, it
may be possible to focus additional resources on that region to
identify the aetiology of the outbreak, providing extra vaccine capa-
city or raising local media awareness as necessary.

This system is not designed to be a replacement for traditional
surveillance networks or supplant the need for laboratory-based dia-
gnoses and surveillance. Notable increases in ILI-related search activity
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Figure 1 | An evaluation of how many top-scoring queries to include in the
ILI-related query fraction. Maximal performance at estimating out-of-
sample points during cross-validation was obtained by summing the top 45
search queries. A steep drop in model performance occurs after adding query
81, which is ‘oscar nominations’.

Table 1 | Topics found in search queries which were found to be most cor-
related with CDC ILI data

Search query topic Top 45 queries Next 55 queries
n Weighted n Weighted

Influenza complication 11 18.15 5 3.40
Cold/flu remedy 8 5.05 6 5.03
General influenza symptoms 5 2.60 1 0.07
Term for influenza 4 3.74 6 0.30
Specific influenza symptom 4 2.54 6 3.74
Symptoms of an influenza
complication

4 2.21 2 0.92

Antibiotic medication 3 6.23 3 3.17
General influenza remedies 2 0.18 1 0.32
Symptoms of a related disease 2 1.66 2 0.77
Antiviral medication 1 0.39 1 0.74
Related disease 1 6.66 3 3.77
Unrelated to influenza 0 0.00 19 28.37
Total 45 49.40 55 50.60

The top 45 queries were used in our final model; the next 55 queries are presented for
comparison purposes. The number of queries in each topic is indicated, as well as query-
volume-weighted counts, reflecting the relative frequency of queries in each topic.
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Figure 2 | A comparison of model estimates for the mid-Atlantic region
(black) against CDC-reported ILI percentages (red), including points over
which the model was fit and validated. A correlation of 0.85 was obtained
over 128 points from this region to which the model was fit, whereas a
correlation of 0.96 was obtained over 42 validation points. Dotted lines
indicate 95% prediction intervals. The region comprises New York, New
Jersey and Pennsylvania.
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Data available as of 4 February 2008

Data available as of 3 March 2008

Data available as of 31 March 2008

Data available as of 12 May 2008
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Figure 3 | ILI percentages estimated by our model (black) and provided by
the CDC (red) in the mid-Atlantic region, showing data available at four
points in the 2007-2008 influenza season. During week 5 we detected a
sharply increasing ILI percentage in the mid-Atlantic region; similarly, on 3
March our model indicated that the peak ILI percentage had been reached
during week 8, with sharp declines in weeks 9 and 10. Both results were later
confirmed by CDC ILI data.
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Google proposed an infamous method…

… Google Flu Trends, that made some major mistakes, such as

“rsv” — 25% 
“flu symptoms” — 18% 
“benzonatate” —   6% 

“symptoms of pneumonia” —   6% 
“upper respiratory infection” —   4%
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Google proposed an infamous method…

… Google Flu Trends, that made some major mistakes, such as

“rsv” — 25% 
“flu symptoms” — 18% 
“benzonatate” —   6% 
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Why did it fail? 

• Applied an inadequate regression approach; too 
basic, making the wrong assumptions about the data 

• Did not care to model language at all 

• Plus, it was not tested properly!



A better way to select search queries
1. Learn word embeddings using Twitter data 
2. Query embedding = Average token embedding 
3. Derive a concept by specifying a positive (P) and a negative 

(N) context (sets of n-grams) 
4. Rank all queries using their similarity score with this concept

Table 1: A set of concepts (C) with their defining positive and negative context n-grams, as well as the top
most similar search queries (obtained by applying the similarity function defined in Eq. 7). Concepts C1 to C6

are based on Twitter content, whereas C7 is based on Wikipedia articles. Reformulations of a search query
with the inclusion of stop words or a different term ordering are not shown.

ID Concept Positive context Negative context Most similar search queries

C1 flu infection
#flu, fever, flu, flu

medicine, gp,
hospital

bieber, ebola,
wikipedia

cold flu medicine, flu aches, cold and flu, cold flu symptoms, colds
and flu, flu jab cold, tylenol cold and sinus, flu medicine, cold sore
medication, cold sore medicine, flu, home remedy for sinus infection,
home remedies for sinus infection, cold flu remedies

C2 flu infection
flu, flu fever, flu
symptoms, flu
treatment

ebola, reflux

flu, flu duration, flu mist, flu shots, cold and flu, how to treat the
flu, flu near you, 1918 flu, colds and flu, sainsburys flu jab, flu
symptoms, cold vs flu symptoms, cold vs flu, cold flu symptoms,
flu jab, avian flu, bird flu, flu jabs, flu jab cold, influenza flu

C3 flu infection
flu, flu gp, flu
hospital, flu
medicine

ebola, wikipedia

flu aches, flu, colds and flu, cold and flu, cold flu medicine, flu jab
cold, flu jabs, flu stomach cramps, flu medicine, sainsburys flu jab,
flu stomach pain, cold flu symptoms, baby cold sore, gastric flu,
cold sore medication, stomach flu, flu jab, flu mist

C4 infectious disease
cholera, ebola, flu,
hiv, norovirus, zika

diabetes

cholera, cholera outbreak, norovirus outbreak, ebola outbreak,
norovirus, virus outbreak, ebola virus, ebola, swine flu outbreak,
flu outbreak, haiti cholera, outbreak, swine flu virus, measles out-
break, flu virus, virus, measles virus, influenza a virus

C5 health
doctors, health,
healthcare, nhs

cinema, football

vaccinations nhs, nhs dental, nhs sexual health, nhs nurses, nhs
doctors, nhs appendicitis, nhs pneumonia, physiotherapy nhs, nhs
prescriptions, nhs physiotherapist, nhs prescription, ibs nhs, health
diagnosis, nhs diagnose, nhs medicines, nhs vaccination, mrsa nhs

C6
gastrointestinal

disease

diarrhoea, food
poisoning, hospital,
salmonella, vomit

ebola, flu

tummy ache, nausea, feeling nausea, nausea and vomiting, bloated
tummy, dull stomach ache, heartburn, feeling bloated, aches, belly
ache, stomach ache, feeling sleepy, spasms, stomach aches, stomach
ache after eating, ache, feeling nauseous, headache and nausea

C7
flu infection
(Wikipedia)

fever, flu, flu
medicine, gp,

hospital

bieber, ebola,
wikipedia

flu epidemic, flu, dispensary, hospital, sanatorium, fever, flu out-
break, epidemic, flu medicine, doctors hospital, flu treatment, in-
fluenza flu, flu pandemic, gp surgery, clinic, flu vaccine, flu shot,
infirmary, hospice, tuberculosis, physician, flu vaccination

As explained in Section 2, we have used word2vec [44]
to obtain 512-dimensional embeddings for a set of approx-
imately 137K Twitter tokens. Search queries are projected
into the same space by using these embeddings. The un-
derlying assumption is that the informal, direct, and dense
language observed in tweets can capture similar character-
istics present in search queries.
We consider a search query Q as a set of t textual to-

kens, {ξ1, . . . , ξt}, where standard English stop words are
ignored.8 The embedding of Q, eQ, is estimated by averag-
ing across the embeddings of its tokens, that is

eQ =
1
t

t∑

i=1

eξi , (6)

where eξi denotes the Twitter-based embedding of a search
query token ξi. Using word embeddings we also form themes
of interest, and we refer to them as concepts. A concept
C(P,N ) consists of a set P of related or positive n-grams,
{P1, . . . , Pk}, and a set N of non related or negative ones,
{N1, . . . , Nz}. P and N are also referred to as positive and
negative context, respectively. For context n-grams with
n ≥ 2, we retrieve the average embedding across the n 1-
grams (in our experiments, we have restricted n ≤ 2). We
then compute a similarity score, S (Q, C), between query
embeddings and the formulated concept, using the following

8We use a standard English language stop word list as de-
fined in the NLTK software library (nltk.org).

similarity function:

S (Q, C) =
∑k

i=1 cos (eQ, ePi)∑z
j=1 cos

(
eQ, eNj

)
+ γ

. (7)

The numerator and denominator of Eq. 7 are sums of co-
sine similarities between the embedding of the search query
and each positive or negative concept term respectively. All
cosine similarities (θ) are transformed to the interval [0, 1]
through (θ + 1)/2 to avoid negative sub-scores, a γ = 0.001
is added to the denominator to prevent division with zero,
and we always set k > z so that the positive similarity part
is more dominant than the negative. Eq. 7 combines the
notion of the additive similarity with the multiplicative one
as it chooses to divide instead of subtracting with the neg-
ative context [40, 41]. However, we note that the extension
applied here has not received a dedicated evaluation in the
literature, something hard given its unconstrained nature,
i.e. the use of multiple positive and negative context terms.
Table 1 lists the concepts we formed and experimented

with in our empirical analysis together with the most sim-
ilar (according to Eq. 7) search queries. We provide more
insight in Section 4. After deriving a concept similarity score
(S) for each search query, we begin filtering out queries that
are below the mean score (µS), and refine this further using
standard deviation steps (σS). Essentially, this creates an
unsupervised query topic classifier, where the only driver is
a few contextual keywords that may need to be manually
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query embedding

embedding of a negative 
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division by 0



A better way to select search queries

Positive context Negative context Most similar queries

#flu 
fever 
flu 

flu medicine 
gp 

hospital

bieber  
ebola 

wikipedia

cold flu medicine 
flu aches 

cold and flu 
cold flu symptoms 

colds and flu

flu 
flu gp 

flu hospital 
flu medicine

ebola 
wikipedia

flu aches 
flu 

colds and flu 
cold and flu 

cold flu medicine



Hybrid combination with regression techniques

Embedding based feature selection (concept ranking) is an 
unsupervised technique, thus non optimal 

If we combine it with the previous ways for selecting features 
and state-of-the-art regression approaches, will we obtain better 
inference accuracy? 

We test 7 feature selection approaches: 

• concept ranking (CR) → elastic net (1) 

• correlation → elastic net (2) → Gaussian Process (GP) (3) 

• CR → correlation → elastic net (4) → GP (5) 

• CR → correlation → GP (6) 

• correlation → GP (7)



Performance improvements
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Figure 3: Comparative plot of the optimal models for the correlation based and hybrid feature selection under
Elastic Net for the estimation of ILI rates in England (RCGP/PHE ILI rates denote the ground truth).

Table 4 shows a few characteristic examples of potentially
misleading queries that are filtered by the hybrid feature se-
lection approach, while previously have received a nonzero
regression weight. Evidently, there exist several queries ir-
relevant to the target theme, referring to specific individu-
als and related activities, different health problems or sea-
sonal topics. The regression weight that these queries re-
ceive tends to constitute a significant proportion of the high-
est weight, in the positive or the negative space. Whereas
some filtered queries are indeed about flu, at the same time,
they are more likely seeking for information about the dis-
ease (e.g. ‘flu season’) or relevant vaccination programmes,
which usually take place well before the flu season emerges.
Hence, from a qualitative perspective, we can deduce that
the proposed feature selection is contributing towards a more
semantically reliable model, where some of the spurious pre-
dictors are being omitted.
Figure 3 compares the best-performing models, under Elas-

tic Net, for the two approaches of performing feature selec-
tion (r>.40 vs. r>.30 ∩ S>µS+σS). It is evident that the
correlation based approach makes some odd inferences at
certain points in time, whereas the hybrid one seems to ac-
commodate more stable estimates. For example, a confusing
query about a celebrity is responsible for the over-prediction
on the third week of the 2012/13 flu season, with an esti-
mated 47.52% impact on that particular inference. This
query is discarded by the hybrid feature selection model as
it is irrelevant to the concept of flu.
To evaluate the proposed feature selection approach with

the nonlinear GP regression model, we focus on the linear
regression setups (correlation based or hybrid feature selec-
tion), where the dimensionality is tractable (< 300), and a
reasonable performance has been obtained. We also sepa-
rately test the features that have received a nonzero weight
after applying Elastic Net. The results are enumerated in
Table 5 and point again to the conclusion that the hybrid
feature selection yields the best performance. The best per-
forming GP regression model (r>.30∩ S>µS+σS) amounts
to the statistically significant (via a t-test) improvements
—in terms of MAE— of:

1. 28.7% against the best nonlinear correlation based per-
formance outcome (p = .0091), and

2. 16.6% against the best linear model (p = .026).

Interestingly, when the word embedding based feature selec-
tion is not applied, the nonlinear model can seldom exceed

the performance of the corresponding linear model, provid-
ing an indirect indication for the inappropriateness of the
selected features.
Figure 4 draws a comparison between the inferences of

the best nonlinear and linear models, both of which happen
to use the same feature basis (r>.30 ∩ S>µS+σS). The
GP model provides more smooth estimates and an overall
better balance between stronger and milder flu seasons. It
is also more accurate in inferring the peaking moments of
a flu season as the linear model repeatedly arrives to that
conclusion one or more weeks before the actual occurrence
(as reported in the RCGP/PHE ILI rate reports).

Table 5: Nonlinear regression (GP) performance es-
timates, where S>µS+σS. Check marks indicate the
applied feature selection method(s). Their applica-
tion sequence follows the left to right direction of
the table columns.

r >r >r > ∩S∩S∩S Elastic Net ryryry MAE MAPE

.10
- ! .568 5.344 80.98

! ! .912 2.057 36.17

.20
- ! .814 4.015 63.68

! ! .920 1.892 33.08

.30

- - .857 2.858 54.22

- ! .891 2.686 48.63

! - .942 1 .567 25.81

! ! .928 1.696 30.30

.40

- - .864 2.475 45.76

- ! .895 2.347 40.13

! - .913 2.110 33.65

! ! .934 2.030 33.96

.50

- - .887 2.197 34.17

- ! .921 2.308 35.88

! - .908 2.267 35.48

! ! .926 2.292 36.55

.60

- - .819 2.742 43.66

- ! .851 2.598 44.65

! - .865 2.614 44.36

! ! .831 2.880 52.56
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Elastic net with and without word embeddings filtering 

prof. surname (70.3%), name surname (27.2%),  
heal the world (21.9%), heating oil (21.2%), 
name surname recipes (21%), tlc diet (13.3%),  
blood game (12.3%), swine flu vaccine side effects (7.2%)

ratio over highest weight
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Predicting Twitter user occupation

“Socioeconomic variables are influencing language use.”

• Validate this hypothesis using a larger sample of humans 
(social media users) 

• Applications 
— research (social sciences, health etc.) 
— commercial

(Bernstein, 1960; Labov, 1972/2006)



Standard Occupation Classification (SOC)
cation, outperforming competitive methods. The
best results are obtained using the Bayesian non-
parametric framework of Gaussian Processes (Ras-
mussen and Williams, 2006), which also accom-
modates feature interpretation via the Automatic
Relevance Determination. This allows us to get in-
sight into differences in language use across job
classes and, finally, assess our original hypothesis
about the thematic divergence across them.

2 Standard Occupational Classification

To enable the user occupation study, we adopt a
standardised job classification taxonomy for map-
ping Twitter users to occupations. The Standard Oc-
cupational Classification (SOC)1 is a UK govern-
ment system developed by the Office of National
Statistics for classifying occupations. Jobs are cate-
gorised hierarchically based on skill requirements
and content. The SOC scheme includes nine major
groups coded with a digit from 1 to 9. Each ma-
jor group is divided into sub-major groups coded
with 2 digits, where the first digit indicates the ma-
jor group. Each sub-major group is further divided
into minor groups coded with 3 digits and finally,
minor groups are divided into unit groups, coded
with 4 digits. The unit groups are the leaves of the
hierarchy and represent specific jobs related to the
group.

Table 1 shows a part of the SOC hierarchy. In to-
tal, there are 9 major groups, 25 sub-major groups,
90 minor groups and 369 unit groups. Although
other hierarchies exist, we use the SOC because
it has been published recently (in 2010), includes
newly introduced jobs, has a balanced hierarchy
and offers a wide variety of job titles that were
crucial in our data set creation.

3 Data

To the best of our knowledge there are no pub-
licly available data sets suitable for the task we
aim to investigate. Thus, we have created a new
one consisting of Twitter users mapped to their oc-
cupation, together with their profile information
and historical tweets. We use the account’s profile
information to capture users with self-disclosed
occupations. The potential self-selection bias is ac-
knowledged, but filtering content via self disclosure

1http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/
guide-method/classifications/
current-standard-classifications/
soc2010/index.html; accessed on 24/02/2015.

Major Group 1 (C1): Managers, Directors and Senior Officials
Sub-major Group 11: Corporate Managers and Directors

Minor Group 111: Chief Executives and Senior Officials
Unit Group 1115: Chief Executives and Senior Officials
•Job: chief executive, bank manager
Unit Group 1116: Elected Officers and Representatives

Minor Group 112: Production Managers and Directors
Minor Group 113: Functional Managers and Directors
Minor Group 115: Financial Institution Managers and Directors
Minor Group 116: Managers and Directors in Transport and Logistics
Minor Group 117: Senior Officers in Protective Services
Minor Group 118: Health and Social Services Managers and Directors
Minor Group 119: Managers and Directors in Retail and Wholesale

Sub-major Group 12: Other Managers and Proprietors
Major Group (C2): Professional Occupations

•Job: mechanical engineer, pediatrist
Major Group (C3): Associate Professional and Technical Occupations

•Job: system administrator, dispensing optician
Major Group (C4): Administrative and Secretarial Occupations

•Job: legal clerk, company secretary
Major Group (C5): Skilled Trades Occupations

•Job: electrical fitter, tailor
Major Group (C6): Caring, Leisure and Other Service Occupations

•Job: nursery assistant, hairdresser
Major Group (C7): Sales and Customer Service Occupations

•Job: sales assistant, telephonist
Major Group (C8): Process, Plant and Machine Operatives

•Job: factory worker, van driver
Major Group (C9): Elementary Occupations

•Job: shelf stacker, bartender

Table 1: Subset of the SOC classification hierarchy.

is widespread when extracting large-scale data for
user attribute inference (Pennacchiotti and Popescu,
2011; Coppersmith et al., 2014).

Similarly to Hecht et al. (2011), we first assess
the proportion of Twitter accounts with a clear men-
tion to their occupation by annotating the user de-
scription field of a random set of 500 users. There
were chosen from the random 1% sample, having at
least 200 tweets in their history and with a majority
of English tweets. There, we can identify the fol-
lowing categories: no description (12.2%), random
information (22%), user information but not occu-
pation related (45.8%), and job related information
(20%).

To create our data set, we thus use the user de-
scription field to search for self-disclosed job titles
provided by the 4-digit SOC unit groups, since
they contain specific job titles. We queried Twit-
ter’s Search API to retrieve for each job title a max-
imum of 200 accounts which best matched occupa-
tion keywords. Then, we aggregated the accounts
into the 3-digit (minor) categories. To remove po-
tential ambiguity in the retrieved set, we manually
inspected accounts in each minor category and fil-
tered out those that belong to companies, contain
no description or the description provided does not
indicate that the user has a job corresponding to
the minor category. In total, around 50% of the
accounts were removed by manual inspection per-

1755

9 major groups 

25 sub-major groups 

90 minor groups 

369 unit groups

provided by the  
Office for National 

Statistics (UK)



Standard Occupation Classification (SOC)

—C1: Managers, Directors, Senior Officials (CEO, bank manager) 

—C2: Professional Occupations (postdoc, pediatrist) 

—C3: Associate Professional, Technical (sysadmin, dispensing optician) 

—C4: Administrative, Secretarial (legal clerk, secretary) 

—C5: Skilled Trades (electrical fitter, tailor) 

—C6: Caring, Leisure, Other Service (nursery assistant, hairdresser) 

—C7: Sales, Customer Service (sales assistant, telephonist) 

—C8: Process, Plant, Machine Operatives (factory worker, van driver) 

—C9: Elementary (shelf stacker, bartender)

The 9 major occupational classes (C1-9)



Twitter data

• 5,191 Twitter users mapped to their occupations, 
then mapped to one of the 9 SOC categories 

• 10 million tweets

% of users per SOC category
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Twitter user features

number of 
— followers 
— friends 
— followers/friends (ratio) 
— times listed 
— tweets 
— favourites (likes) 
— unique @-mentions 
— tweets/day (avg.) 
— retweets/tweet (avg.)

proportion of  
— retweets done 
— non duplicate tweets 
— retweeted tweets 
— hashtags 
— tweets with hashtags 
— tweets with @-mentions 
— @-replies 
— tweets with links 
— tweets in English



Twitter user features — Topics

Topics — Word clusters (#: 30, 50, 100, 200) 

• SVD on the graph laplacian of the word by word 
similarity matrix using normalised PMI, i.e. a form of 
spectral clustering 

• word2vec (skip-gram with negative sampling) to learn 
word embeddings; pairwise cosine similarity on the 
embeddings to derive a word by word similarity matrix; 
then spectral clustering on the similarity matrix



Job (9-class) classification accuracy
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Most predictive topics (word2vec)
Topic Most central words; Most frequent words

Arts archival, stencil, canvas, minimalist; art, design, print

Health chemotherapy, diagnosis, disease; risk, cancer, mental, stress

Beauty Care exfoliating, cleanser, hydrating; beauty, natural, dry, skin

Higher 
Education

undergraduate, doctoral, academic, students, curriculum; 
students, research, board, student, college, education, library

Football bardsley, etherington, gallas; van, foster, cole, winger

Corporate consortium, institutional, firm’s; patent, industry, reports

Elongated 
Words

yaaayy, wooooo, woooo, yayyyyy, yaaaaay, yayayaya, yayy; 
wait, till, til, yay, ahhh, hoo, woo, woot, whoop, woohoo

Politics religious, colonialism, christianity, judaism, persecution, 
fascism, marxism; human, culture, justice, religion, democracy



Higher vs. lower skilled occupations and topics

Health

Beauty Care

Education

Football*

Corporate

Elongated Words

Politics

Topic scores for occupational class supersets

1.06

3.78

1.41

1.04

2.56

2.24

2.13

2.14

1.9

5.15

1.08

6.04

1.4

4.45

Classes 1-2 Classes 6-9

* times 2 for visualisation purposes
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